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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
What is a system and how is it represented using the Lifecycle Modeling Language (LML)? This presentation will use an example of a high-hazard facility to discuss the concept of a system, and how such a system would be represented using LML object types, attributes and relationships. A broad range of system viewpoints will be shown to illustrate how a system is defined, including System Context (Operating Environments, Interfacing Systems), System States and Modes (From conops and context), System Requirements (from source to allocation), System Characteristics, and System Architecture. This presentation will provide a broad application of LML useful as a general starting point for many other applications.
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Lifecycle Modeling Organization manages and develops 
the Lifecycle Modeling Language (LML). LML is an 
ontology designed for all stakeholders in a system.
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Presentation Objective

• If we are to successfully achieve the vision for digital systems engineering, then there is a need to 
understand how a system is expressed in data.

• Using current systems engineering definitions and views:
• understand the information defining a system
• examine commonly used views in systems engineering practice
• show how the views are represented as data using the Lifecycle Modeling Language (LML)
• Define a system’s data representation as a compilation of LML data classes

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I would like to share a perspective about what it takes to be successful in implementing digital systems engineering.We need a means of expressing systems as data that can be shared across tools and platforms. An ontological approach that enables data to cross boundaries in a digital environment, including engineering, procurement, fabrication, construction and test environments.During this presentation I plan to share how we can express systems in a data view. I will start with basic system definitions and common views used in their development, and reveal how these are expressed in LML. This understanding will provide a foundation by which a project can succeed in digital engineering implementation. I believe the data view is essential to building the digital thread.



LML Matrix
This matrix is a starting point for the 
classes and their relationships used in 
this presentation

Choices for relationships will depend 
on:
• uses case
• reporting needs

Relationships

Classes

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Since I am using LML as the basis for my data model, I wanted to point to this matrix provided in the specification. I put it here in case you are not familiar with it. 



System Defined

• A system is an arrangement of parts or elements 
that together exhibit behavior or meaning that 
the individual constituents do not. (ISO 15288)

Physical Architecture

Functional Architecture

INCOSE Systems Engineering Handbook, Version 5

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Let’s start with the definition of a system as communicated in ISO 15288 and the INCOSE HandbookNotice the parts of the definitions highlighted in red text and how they relate to the two types of system architectures most often described by systems engineers.Physical architecture is an arrangement of the parts or elements from which a system is composedFunctional architecture describes the actions and behaviors that a system possesses



Engineered System Defined

• A system is an arrangement of parts or elements 
that together exhibit behavior or meaning that 
the individual constituents do not. (ISO 15288)

• An engineered system is system designed or adapted to 
interact with an anticipated operational environment to 
achieve one or more intended purposes while complying 
with applicable constraints. (INCOSE SEH)

Physical Architecture

Functional Architecture

Requirements & Characteristics Statements of Need or Objectives

Characterized Environments

INCOSE Systems Engineering Handbook, Version 5

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Extending the system definition to address engineered systems, the INOCSE Handbook provides this additional information. Notice the addition of operational environment as part off the system context. These environments define the characteristics of the operational environment.Further, engineered systems have a purpose that needs to be expressed.Finally, systems need to comply with constraints that are expressed. Systems engineers use requirements and characteristics to express them.As a note, requirements are generally text-based statement specifying what a system shall do, or how well it will perform, or other conceptual constraints.Characteristics, while they might be expressible as a requirement, express physical features about the system and are typically at a detailed design level. They are quantities that we often express in tables.



System Defined

• A system is an arrangement of parts or elements 
that together exhibit behavior or meaning that 
the individual constituents do not. (ISO 15288)

• An engineered system is system designed or adapted to 
interact with an anticipated operational environment to 
achieve one or more intended purposes while complying 
with applicable constraints. (INCOSE SEH)

Physical Architecture

Functional Architecture

Requirements & Characteristics Statements of Need or Objectives

Characterized EnvironmentsSystemSite

In a digital environment, how do we represent systems as data?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Putting these definitions together, we can see that a system, by definition, is expressed in terms of:physical architecturefunctional architecturecharacterized environmentrequirementscharacteristicsstatements of need or objectsIn this presentation, I will use an industrial process facility as an example. This I will start by using the term “Site”, which I will explain as we jump into a discussion of physical architecture.



PHYSICAL ARCHITECTURE

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Let’s talk about physical architecture in the context of systems engineering, and how this would be expressed as data.



Facility Taxonomy

ASME Plant System Design standard, PSD-1, draft

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
First let’s start with the taxonomy of an industrial process facility.This picture was developed for use in a new ASME standard addressing Plant System DesignIt provides a taxonomy for how such a facility is defined from the top-down, starting with the siteIt provides the scope of a typical project that develops such a faciliityPlant is composed of systems and structuresInfrastructure, sometime called the “balance of plant” is composed of supporting systems, structures and graded features.This diagram also identifies the aspects of Facility of Interest that are parts of specific development baselines.



Context Diagram

Interface

Site

connected by

External 
System

connected by

ASSET

ASSET

CONDUIT

Label: External

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A common physical architecture diagram, known as a context diagram, is often the first expression of a Site. It puts it in context of the operational environment such as external interfacing facilities and other aspects of the operating environment, such as weather, natural hazards, security threats, etc. In this example, a nuclear waste processing site takes inputs from several external utilities, and a nuclear waste storage system to generate two types of outputs generated to different specifications. In this case, the output is nuclear waste entrained in a glass designed to hold the waste in a form that prevents environmental contamination. When expressed as data, this diagram uses the LML  ASSET and CONDUIT classes.CONDUITS express the physical aspect of the interface. We will talk about the INPUT/OUTPUT items flowing across the CONDUITS later.External ASSETS are given an “External” label so they do not become part of the hierarchical view as if they were part of the site



Interface

Facility

connected by

Facility

connected by

ASSET

ASSET

CONDUIT

Site Architecture

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Decomposing the site extends the physical architecture a layer down. (Note: That this diagram uses the term “Facility” rather than “Plant” due to project lingo).Notice that the data model is the sameThe CONDUITS are internal to the site in this diagram and are different than the conduits going external to the site



Architecture Hierarchy

Facility

Site

decomposed by

System

decomposed by

ASSET

ASSET

ASSET

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Another popular physical architecture view is a hierarchy. It show parent-child relationships. Notice that the diagram and data model use only ASSET class entities connected using decomposition relationship typesCONDUIT entities are not shown on this type of diagram, although those relationships still existThe next view combines the Asset diagram and the hierarchy views



Multi-Layered Site Architecture

Interface

Facility

connected by

Facility

connected by

SystemSystem Interface
connected byconnected by

decomposed by

ASSET

ASSET

CONDUIT

ASSETASSET CONDUIT

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Notice the structure of this diagram showing the site (lighter blue box) containing the facilities (darker blue boxes), which contain their systems (whiter boxes). This reveals the hierarchy.Also see the CONDUITS are exposedNote: This diagram was auto-generated from data using the information captured in the database. It used the data model on the right and bottom of the slide as the basis to create the diagram.



Interface Diagram

connected by

connected by

transfers
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Focus again on the interfaceConduit showing the physicalINPUT/OUTPUT added to show what is exchangedThe red relationship types shown in the data model are extensions to the current LML spec



FUNCTIONAL ARCHITECTURE



State Diagram



Data View for State Diagram
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Note: Transitions are not shown for the sake of diagram simplicity



Functional Behavior
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decomposed by
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CHARACTERISTICS



Specifying Input/Output Characteristics
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Requirements
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Allocation and Specification
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Characteristics Flowdown
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Differences in Asset Characteristics
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SYSTEM REPRESENTED AS DATA
(A GENERALIZATION USING LML)



What is a System? (A Data Viewpoint)
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This graphic depicts how a system is defined in terms of data Consider why this view is so important to implementing MBSE, digital engineeringThis diagram provides a beginning to the digital thread
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We hope you can make it to our next webinar!
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